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Ahhh, it's finally here: the first taste of fall! The temps are dropping, football season is
in full swing, the pumpkin spice is everywhere and we are ushering in a new season
with open arms and wide eyes. We hope the new breeze in the air and turning of the

seasons finds you well & you take a moment to pause + dance with us in this
month's newsletter! 

-The Prism Team

New & Noteworthy

Prism Pets: Meet Abby  
To some, pets are no more than another reason to vacuum more often. But to
many of our team members here at Prism, our pets are integral parts of our
lives, standing with us through changes and phases of our lives, greeting us

after long days, and providing a quiet companion in times of need. We wanted
to have some fun highlighting the Prism Pets, starting with Alan's dog & part-
time mediator: Abby. Check out her feature video & give her a put next time you

see her!

Prism Ponderings

All month long we’ve had the Earth, Wind & Fire hit song, September playing
on repeat in our heads. It is one of those songs you can’t help but groove to

when it comes on. It's got us thinking about dancing, and we want to invite you
to join us.  Check out our blog & then treat yourself to some tunes with the

button below!

Quotable
Our opening quote is too good not to highlight again:

Connection Corner:
Connection is at the heart of how Prism Group does mediation, and we believe the language of

connection extends well beyond the walls of the mediation room. Connection Corner is our
way of sharing tips + tidbits that we use to connect-- in mediation, and in our lives.

This quote by Brené Brown rings true not just in mediations, but in life. The less we
are willing to lean in and get to know people, the easier it is to decide they are less-

than or somehow "bad" people. When we lean in and seek to understand people, we
discover common ground and, ultimately, connection.

In a Word: Rhythm
Rhythm: I'm told I have none of it! My wife wanted so desperately to marry a

man that could dance, but instead she got me. I may not have "rhythm"
according to the dance definition, but I try to have another kind: the rhythm of
the seasons of life. My life seems to be changing faster these days with the

aging of my parents, marriages of my children, and the births of my grandkids.
It has occurred to me on more than one occasion to resist these rhythms and

hold on to "the way things used to be." I can't dance the way my wife wants, but
I am learning to dance to the rhythms of life. We only get one life. I want to go

out dancing!

Learn more about Prism Group and how we can help you resolve conflict and
move forward toward a renewed purpose. Click here to visit our website.

Let's Be Social
Follow Prism Group on our social channels to stay up to date on all happenings and latest news from our team!
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